Supply List
All Grades

1 Clear or Mesh Backpack
4 boxes of #2 pencils
1 handheld pencil sharpener
1 pencil container
2 packages of lined paper
2 highlighters (two different colors)
2 sets of index cards
1 pack of red checking pens
2 boxes of Expo Markers

Math
1 box of colored pencils
1 one-inch binder with dividers (5 tabs)
1 composition notebook

ELA
2 spiral notebooks or composition notebooks (one or three subject)
2 boxes of #2 pencils (pre-sharpened)
1 pack of dry erase markers
2 packs of Post-it notes
2 highlighters (any color)
1 folder with pockets (any color)
1 pack of loose leaf notebook paper
6 glue sticks
1 box-colored pencils

History
1 pack of colored markers
1 spiral notebook (one or three subject)

Science
2 composition notebooks
3 glue sticks
1 scissor
1 roll of transparent tape
1 roll of masking tape
12-inch ruler
1 pack graphing or grid paper